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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Camera can be cinched close to
the body for added security

Utility Strap™– Sling XL Quick Adjust

Adaptability and speed make the UTILITY STRAP™– Sling XL Quick Adjust the ultimate camera sling!
OP/TECH USA’s UTILITY STRAP™– Sling XL Quick Adjust offers rapid access to camera or binoculars
while maintaining the security of a strap worn across the shoulder. It offers a compact design with added
reinforcement and support to handle even heavy cameras and lenses with ease.
As many photographers prefer to keep the attachment on the camera as short as possible, OP/TECH
USA's Uni-Loop™ Connectors fit the bill perfectly. They secure easily on the camera and glide smoothly
up and down the sling for rapid access to the camera. As the Uni-Loop™ Connectors attach to the normal
connection area on a camera, there’s no need to give up the tripod mount. This keeps the gear in a more
accessible position instead of hanging upside down which can put more torque and pressure on the
camera housing and lens mount area. Most cameras will attach with a single Uni-Loop™ connector (rated
at over 146 lbs.); however, cameras with a second attachment point on the right side, or cameras with
battery grips can use two. An adjustable “stop” lets the photographer configure the position where the
camera hangs best. The quick disconnects allow one to change from a sling configuration to a more
conventional neck/shoulder strap by simply attaching OP/TECH USA's Extension System Connectors
(sold separately). This makes the strap extremely versatile so that it changes along with the
photographer’s needs.
At its longest position the UTILITY STRAP™– Sling XL Quick Adjust hangs 5" lower than our regular
sling making it ideal for taller photographers. The quick adjust feature allows the length to be instantly
adjusted to any size desired. This is great for hiking through dense brush or navigating large crowds as
the camera can be cinched up close to the body for added security. To return the sling to its regular size
all that is needed is to lift the upper connector with a single finger and pull the camera down into position.
It's that easy!
The UTILITY STRAP™– Sling XL Quick Adjust is adjustable from 25" - 36" (63,5 - 91,4 cm) and is
available in black or nature. It’s proudly made 100% in the USA.
OP/TECH USA continues to innovate quality products to meet the ever-changing needs of the avid
photographer and outdoor enthusiast. We proudly make our products in the USA using top-quality
materials as we feel you deserve the very best! For more information about our products, please call 800251-7815, e-mail info@optechusa.com or visit us online at www.optechusa.com.

